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Introduction
Grieving is a notoriously complex experience for an individual to endure at any age, and
the circumstances at which an individual experiences the loss of a loved one can further
complicate its course. Over this past winter break, I lost my dad in a tragic and untimely
accident. As a college student, a mere 21-year-old, I had never experienced a major death before,
and losing a parent is incomparable to any other pain one can experience. In the time since my
father’s passing, I have looked for ways to cope with the unfairness and sadness of this
experience. As I have moved through this semester immediately following his death, I have
sought comfort in activities that bring me joy and a sense of accomplishment since those are key
strategies for coping with the depression that manifests with grief. In my search for a healthy
coping mechanism, I began to find an interest in painting as I have always associated creativity
with happiness and accomplishment. Given my desire to create art and my background interest in
psychology as a biopsychology major, I began to shape a capstone project that would both fulfill
my artistic and emotional needs while also conducting research that may support my original
hypothesis that art creation can act as a healthy coping mechanism in my time of need. With
these initial thoughts and preliminary research in mind, I formulated my research question that
will guide my Honors capstone: Is art creation in the form of acrylic painting an effective therapy
for bereaved college students?
Project Description
This project examines the efficacy of using visual art creation via acrylic painting to aid
in coping with the grieving process for bereaved college students. By looking at existing research
and reflecting on my own experiences with grief and art creation, I explore how the creative
process impacts my emotional well-being and ability to process my dad’s tragic death. I use my
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reflections on my artistic experience to navigate my grief response and work to memorialize my
dad and reimagine my life going forward. The following questions guide my work: How does the
creative process, specifically related to painting, impact mood and emotional well-being in an
individual? How can emotional reflection be accomplished in visual art creation? What defines
the grieving process among college students, and how does that shape implemented therapy?
The objective of this study is to analyze how visual art creation can be beneficial to
coping with one’s grief response in order to consequently improve grief management resources
at Monmouth College. Central to my study is the analysis of the effectiveness of painting as an
art therapy technique. The point of this research is to illustrate that painting and narrative-based
reflection on the creative process are useful in handling grief. A few more questions guide this
study: How can the calming effects involved in the focus of art creation impact one’s emotional
state during times of grief? How can a sense of accomplishment in creating art be used to elevate
one’s mood and redefine their identity?
The core of this project revolves around the examination and analysis of art creation via
acrylic painting to contribute to existing psychological and therapeutic research regarding the
artistic process as an effective therapeutic technique. I argue that acrylic painting provides me
with an opportunity to both reflect on my dad’s influence in my life and reshape how I see my
life moving forward after his death. This reflective experience offers me a leveled, calming
therapeutic technique that is emotionally stabilizing and provides me with a sense of
accomplishment and memorialization upon completion. I am contributing an individualized
perspective on this type of art therapy technique to provide evidence for its efficacy and need to
be offered as a therapeutic resource for students experiencing grief while attending Monmouth
College.
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Background Information
The focus of this project fits into an ongoing conversation about the grief response,
effective therapeutic techniques for the bereaved, and the intricacies and dynamics that shape the
young adult experience. These conversations continue to be updated and changed with further
research into each realm, and it is important to recognize that the conclusions presented and
drawn from this project are subject to change.
The grief response of a bereaved individual can be representative of a multitude of
experiences. Grief is not only experienced by those who have recently lost a significant person,
but rather grief can be the experience of any type of loss. The grief response has previously been
established by many psychologists as five major steps: denial and isolation, anger, bargaining,
depression, and acceptance (Axelrod, 2016). These steps are well known by many with a basic
knowledge of psychology, but this linear model offers little room for individualization. As
research about grief responses develops, this definition is becoming outdated, and a shift toward
a more individualized approach to grief is being discussed and established (Weiskittle &
Gramling, 2018). The grief response is no longer defined by a linear model of five stages, but as
a continuous, fluctuating path that is unique to each person’s past and current experiences with
loss.
In terms of therapeutic techniques that will be discussed in this project, art therapy is at
the forefront. The American Art Therapy Association defines art therapy as, “an integrative
mental health and human services profession that enriches the lives of individuals, families, and
communities through active art-making, creative process, applied psychological theory, and
human experience within a psychotherapeutic relationship (“About Art Therapy,” 2017).
Essentially, art therapy involves a combination of therapeutic techniques that have been
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previously established in other fields of therapy, but art therapy uses the physical and emotional
benefits of art creation as a means of improving the efficacy of a select group of therapeutic
practices. Art therapy is a more novel approach for many individuals, but its efficacy continues
to be proven in a variety of recent studies.
Finally, it is important to specify the focal age group of this study. This study focuses on
college-attending individuals who are between the ages of 18 and 24 years old. This project
concentrates on individuals who attend college at this age because non-traditional students may
have other responsibilities that would ultimately change their grief response. For example, a
single mother taking night classes to finish her undergraduate degree has different
responsibilities than those of a 19-year-old student living on campus while studying for their
undergraduate degree. Furthermore, this demographic is rarely studied by psychologists in
reference to the grieving process because many psychologists offer that children, adolescents,
adults, and older adults are the four major age groups to be studied. However, there are key
cultural, developmental, and social differences between college students and similar adolescent
or adult age groups that are significant in defining their coping habits and ability to handle the
complications of the grief response.
Methods
The design of this project is based on two research-based pathways. The first focus is on
a review of current literature and scientific research that involves archetypal experiences and
emotions related to the grieving process, psychotherapeutic treatment methods and their
respective efficacies for those dealing with grief, and the influence of creativity and art creation
on one’s emotional state. In my literature review, I examine the relationships between these three
key concepts, and I formulate hypotheses related to how they can be applied to bereaved college
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students. I first examine grieving processes in general and more specifically in those who have
lost a parent. Then, I explore different psychological approaches to treating and therapizing those
who grieve. Here, I look specifically into art therapy and how effective certain types of media
and corresponding self-reflection can impact grieving individuals. Finally, I examine the
mechanisms that change in the brain when producing creative content and how that can further
support the efficacy of specific art therapies. Next, I apply my findings to college students to
develop my own conclusions about the efficacy of art therapy as a treatment method for those
experiencing grief.
Beyond this literature analysis and developing an understanding of the state of art therapy
techniques for the bereaved, I conducted my own self-reflective art creation process over a
period of six weeks. Beginning the week of February 10th and extending to the week of March
22nd, I created six 12” x 12” paintings that are reflective of my own experiences with the grieving
process. I created one painting each week, and I recorded information regarding my artistic
choices as well as my emotional responses to the inspiration for and creation of each painting.
Each painting was related to an overarching theme of seemingly insignificant objects that my dad
had used on a daily basis that now hold a deeper meaning about his life and personality. These
paintings are based on photographs of these six objects: his toothbrush, coffee cup, lunchbox,
work boots, alarm clock, and glasses. For my reflection, I wrote about my feelings prior to
painting, during the painting process, 24 hours after finishing the painting, and one week after
finishing the painting. These responses focused on memorializing and reflecting on my dad’s
tragic passing, and I reflected as much as possible on how the actual process and the end result
impacted my emotional state. From my own creative process over these six weeks, I tied my
personal experiences to the research that I collect to ultimately draw conclusions about art
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therapy’s efficacy and the potential for implementation on a larger scale for other grieving
Monmouth College students.
Literature Review
Grief is a complicated, emotional experience that all humans endure in their lifetime. It
has been studied in psychology and, as previously mentioned, has been thought of as a linear
progression of specific stages that the bereaved individual will work through (Weiskittle &
Gramling, 2018). However, as psychologists continue to research this complex process, a
paradigm shift toward a more individualized approach is being recognized as the new standard
definition of the grief response (Weiskittle & Gramling, 2018). The different types of grief
responses become apparent when evaluating previous studies of bereaved individuals and the
symptomology they experience from their loss (Beaumont, 2013). Beaumont (2013) emphasizes
that individual differences in emotional well-being, cultural views, the relationship to the
deceased, and the nature of the death itself among other factors ultimately shape the
individualized grief response of the bereaved person. These unique responses are important to
study to develop a better understanding of the complexities that can be associated with the grief
response and to cultivate a variety of treatment methods for such emotional reactions.
Previous studies of bereaved individuals analyze the emotional, psychological, spiritual,
and physical changes that develop with the onset of grief. These studies often focus on a
particular group of individuals usually determined by their age, by their relationship with the
deceased individual, or by the nature of the death. These studies record generalized conclusions
involving the corresponding symptomology of the grief response. Some of this data relates
directly to how symptoms of different mental illnesses can be brought out by grief, and other
studies focus more on how defining characteristics of the group shape their grief response. These
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studies are important for substantiating the claim that the grief response is an individualized
experience.
Some studies look at the onset of mental illness during the grief response or following it.
Melham et al. (2011) conclude that many of the tested 182 parentally bereaved children of
sudden death caused by suicide, accident, or natural death experience some level of functional
impairment and symptoms that can be linked to major depression and/or post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). The intensity of these emotional and functional disturbances can be correlated
with the bereaved individual’s prior emotional stability as well as the health of their relationship
with their deceased parent (Melham et al., 2011). Brent et al. (2009) came to a similar conclusion
in a study that also looked at parentally bereaved children. Brent et al. (2009) observed that
parentally bereaved children are at a heightened risk for depression and/or substance/alcohol
abuse into the second year of grieving, and those who experience depression during the first nine
months are more likely to experience it into the second year. Keyes et al. (2014) further support
the findings of the aforementioned studies and offer that unexpected deaths of a loved one are
some of the most traumatic experiences a person may endure in their lifetime. This magnitude
that is experienced by bereaved individuals who lost their loved one to unexpected circumstances
can be further intensified based on the age or developmental group they may be a part of.
College students (18-24 years old) are at a developmental stage that presents individuals
with a myriad of challenges and obstacles beyond those that are already associated with the
grieving process. The everyday social, financial, and academic pressures that college students
face have a great impact on how they navigate the grieving process. However, despite these
unique challenges, there is a lack of research regarding this social group because many observers
assume that most college students are not dealing with ongoing grief (Balk, 2008). Yet, studies
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related to this group show that many students are currently going through their own grief
response regarding the loss of a loved one. Some 22-33% of college students are within the first
year of grieving the loss of a family member or friend, and about 50% of students are within two
years (Balk, 2008; Servaty-Seib & Taub, 2010). These statistics prove the need for this group to
be studied in respect to understanding how the grief response may be more difficult for college
students. In such research, psychologists often emphasize the need for improved resources on
college campuses to combat these issues.
College students are at a developmental age where they remain dependent on their
familial structure for emotional support, but they also require social adjustment support from
their friends and from their college’s administration in general and specifically when grieving the
loss of a loved one. As previously noted, there is a heightened risk for the onset of
symptomology related to some of the mental illnesses that college students are already prone to
because of the struggles they may face with social adjustment and academic success in college
(Cousins et al., 2017). However, there remains a current gap between the needs of grieving
students, which is a population that was not originally perceived by researchers to be so large,
and the resources offered by colleges (Cousins et al., 2017; Fajgenbaum, 2012). Some
researchers are offering ideas like grief support groups, grief training, and other therapeutic
activities for bereaved students (Fajgenbaum, 2012). However, research on the efficacies of these
potential plans require further investigation regarding the individual complexities of the grief
response.
Nevertheless, as psychologists’ understanding of the grief response further develops and
expands, suggested treatment methods also continue to be improved. Previous treatment models
of grief were focused on helping the bereaved individual progress through the aforementioned
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rigid stages of grieving (Weiskittle & Gramling, 2018). However, more recent alternative
treatments are offered to bereaved individuals in combination with more traditional therapies
such as cognitive behavioral therapy (Weiskittle & Gramling, 2018). One such realm of therapy
is art therapy. Art therapy can include many media, strategies, and focuses for a variety of
patients. Art therapy can be used in combination with traditional therapy techniques to help
patients better communicate complex topics or to express themselves and their emotions more
freely and deeply (Stuckey & Nobel, 2010). Art therapy techniques are so ubiquitous because of
the potential they hold for improving patients’ overall emotional, and sometimes physical, wellbeing (Stuckey & Nobel, 2010). More research needs to be done to define a causal connection
between art therapy techniques and improved well-being, but many studies offer data that
suggests such a connection. These examples range in a variety of emotional disturbances beyond
the grief response.
Art therapy has been studied as an overall influence of health improvement and stress
relief in a variety of individuals. Stuckey and Nobel (2010) reference several key studies
involving the use of art therapy techniques with cancer patients as a means of expressing their
emotions about their initial diagnosis and about their new life with cancer. These studies and the
responses from the patients involved often note improved emotional well-being, lessened stress
levels, an improved opportunity for self-reflection, and a reduction of physical symptoms
(Stuckey & Nobel, 2010). Participants in these studies experience a type of grief that is different
from the grief that comes with a significant other’s death, but presents similar symptomology
(Stuckey & Nobel, 2010). Therefore, it is relevant to compare the conclusions drawn from these
types of studies to those involving bereaved individuals.
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Art therapy can also be used to treat other psychological disorders that present similar
symptomology as the grief response. Bazargan and Pakdaman (2016) performed a study on a
group of 60 girls between the ages of 14 and 18 years old who exhibited either internalizing
problems (anxiety/depression, withdrawal/depression, and somatoform disorders) or
externalizing problems (rule-breaking and aggressive behaviors). Bazargan and Pakdaman
(2016) evaluated the efficacy of art therapy techniques via a six class format involving different
topics that were addressed via painting. They concluded that painting offered the adolescent girls
with internalizing problems an opportunity to freely express their emotions and cope with their
emotional disturbances (Bazargan & Pakdaman, 2016). Although the girls with internalizing
problems were more impacted by the therapy, both groups gained some ability to express their
emotions from these activities (Bazargan & Pakdaman, 2016). This study offers support for art
being effective at alleviating symptoms related to depression and anxiety which are often
experienced by those grieving.
Art therapy can also be useful for those experiencing symptoms similar to post-traumatic
stress disorder (PSTD). Some individuals’ grief response includes symptomology that is similar
to that of PTSD (Melham et al., 2011). Walker et al. (2018) examined the efficacy of art making
in soldiers with PTSD, and they concluded that the art making process gave soldiers a twopronged opportunity that aided in their treatment. Firstly, the artistic process allowed them to
engage their brains in a way that potentially could re-engage, re-integrate, and regulate
consciousness that would aid in decreasing their symptomology related to anxiety,
hypervigilance, and delusions (Walker et al., 2018). Beyond this route, the artistic experience
also gave the soldiers a chance to non-verbally express their emotions and begin to recreate their
identity and self-awareness following their traumatic experience (Walker et al., 2018). These
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meaning-making approaches are vital to the efficacy of art therapy. This two-pronged treatment
method could provide bereaved individuals the same type of relief as experienced by these
soldiers.
The efficacy for art therapy techniques continues to be debated and researched by
psychologists, and improvements in technology offer an opportunity to better understand brain
structures and systems that may contribute to the efficacy of art as a treatment method. Kaimal et
al. (2016a) used saliva samples taken before and after 45 minutes of art making as a means of
collecting data about changes of cortisol levels in the participant. Cortisol levels are indicative of
stress levels an individual is experiencing, and, although stress is experienced by all people,
heightened stress levels are often brought on by anxiety and/or depression during the grief
response (Kaimal et al., 2016a). Kaimal et al. (2016a) found a decrease in cortisol levels among
participants who participated in 45 minutes of art making, and many of these individuals also
recorded self-reflections that described the art session as both enjoyable and relaxing. The
reduction of cortisol levels is simply one mechanism in the collective nervous and endocrine
systems that is responsible for making such adjustments in the participants’ bodies and moods.
Beyond cortisol levels, the impact of art creation on the reward pathways in the brain can
also be analyzed with new technology. Kaimal et al. (2016b) use functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) to review how visual self-expression ultimately affects the medial
prefrontal cortex, thus indicating the potential for influence on the reward perception of the art
creation process. Beyond these physical findings, Kaimal et al. (2016b) note that participants
reflected positively on the experience and recalled that the art creation process improved their
self-perception related to problem solving and having good ideas for art creation as well as it
being a relaxing activity. These results were similar to the other research involving cortisol levels
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in that both sets of participants found the art creation process to be relaxing and beneficial, and
there were physical and/or chemical biomarkers to support these self-reflective conclusions
(Kaimal et al., 2016a; Kaimal et al., 2016b). Beyond these chemical markers, there have been
studies that used Mobile Brain Body Imaging (MoBI), which incorporates data from an
electroencephalogram (EEG) and fNIRS, to study how the art making process impacts overall
cortical activity (King et al., 2017). These findings establish that there are physical changes in
the brain that occur during the art making process that need to be further explored to truly define
a causal, well-developed relationship between the two.
Although many of these studies were not specifically linked to those experiencing a grief
response, the physical and self-reflection data collected in these studies substantiates conclusions
related to art therapy techniques being effective for those experiencing symptoms related to grief.
Beyond the physical changes brought on by the art creation process, there remains a very
important realm of self-reflection that occurs in relation to the grief response (Kaimal et al.,
2016a; Kaimal et al., 2016b). Beaumont (2013) explains that the meaning-making approaches
that are often used prior to, during, and after the art creation process are just as vital as the art
creation itself to help the bereaved individual cope with loss. Meaning-making approaches allow
bereaved individuals to connect with the individual they lost and can help them redefine their life
moving beyond this loss; both of these actions are important and healthy to experience when
trying to cope with grief (Beaumont, 2013; Weiskittle & Gramling, 2018). Therefore, it is
important to examine physical and chemical changes that occur in relation to the art creation
process and the self-reflection offered by the participants.
Although these ideas related to the efficacy of art creation as a treatment method are still
being tested in psychology, it is important to note that there is a niche, yet important age group
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that is often neglected in studies performed by and meta-analyses written by psychologists.
College students (18-24 years old) are rarely the focus of research. There is a great deal of
research that describes the grief response often experienced by children or by adults older than
25 years old, but there is a lack of information pertaining to the 18-24 years old range. Therefore,
it is with this discrepancy and the current state of research that my focused research question is
formed: Is art creation in the form of acrylic painting an effective therapy for bereaved college
students?
Results
Over the course of six weeks, I completed six paintings of my dad’s belongings that he
used daily. Painting each of these objects presented unique emotional and artistic challenges that
I reflected on in my corresponding notes. Each painting offered me a special way of connecting
with my dad’s memory and memorializing his influence in the world. Spending several hours
looking at, trying to replicate, and reflecting on a picture of each object allowed me a chance to
think deeply about my dad’s use of these objects and the value these belongings had for him. The
creative process for each painting also offered me the opportunity to focus on creating work that
I was proud of and work that distracted me from other stresses in my life that were magnified by
my grief response. Each of the following paintings represent a culmination of the emotions,
challenges, and methods of coping associated with my grief response. Each painting offers a
unique perspective on how the grief response reveals itself and how art creation impacts those
manifestations.
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Figure 1: Painting # 1: Toothbrush

My first painting was an interesting experience as I was unsure of what to expect from
painting one of my dad’s objects. I was uncertain of the emotions I would have regarding the
content I was painting, how calming the creative process would be, and how happy I would be
with the completed piece. The toothbrush had special meaning to me as I reflected on in my
notes: “My mom threw it away a few weeks after his death, and I sobbed for 30 or so minutes
afterward and I fished it out of the garbage and put it back. It felt like he was really gone with it
in the trash. As if his memory were being tossed out and forgotten” (See Appendix A). I knew
the painting itself would be upsetting as my dad’s toothbrush had been so representative of him
being alive and the kind of person he was. I also note in my reflection: “My dad’s toothbrush
holds no true meaning other than a reminder of the small things he will miss out on. The small,
daily activities. He did have a distinct toothbrush in that he scrubbed his teeth quite hard, and the
bristles were spread out. To me, it symbolized his strength and attention to detail” (See Appendix
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A). However, the greatest emotional impact of this painting process turned out to be different
than I had originally anticipated.
Throughout this piece, I continually struggled with my confidence in the painting. I was
“frustrated with the work but mainly because I want it to be perfect” (See Appendix A). I felt
discouraged that I could not physically produce an image that I felt confident in and that looked
exactly like the original. However, I also found healthy moments of distraction in the process: “I
felt like I was able to escape my mind. Focusing on getting the task done well took my mind off
of other stresses in my life” (See Appendix A). This duality in emotions was really present in the
process itself, but I felt more confident with my finished piece after reflecting on it in the
following week.
Even though my dad’s toothbrush did not look fully realistic, I felt that it was identifiable
as his toothbrush. I note this in my week reflection: “As I said before, the color pallet is
incredibly striking and realistic. Those choices, though not symbolic of some greater color theory
meaning, the realness and recognizability of the object is what hits so hard emotionally for me.
Each time I look at this painting, I am reminded of his toothbrush” (See Appendix A).
Furthermore, as time went on, I felt better about the unrealistic parts of the painting like the out
of proportion bristles: “It reminds me of how distinct the bristles of his toothbrush were. I think
that is why they are sort of out of proportion. The bristles and head of the toothbrush are so much
more textured, defined, and focused compared to the rest of the toothbrush because that is what I
find so important and personal about this painting…” (See Appendix A). Time away from the
painting gave me a clearer understanding of my experience creating this first painting, and it
offered guidance for beginning the next piece.
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Figure 2: Painting #2: Alarm Clock

Creating the second painting offered me a very different emotional experience than the
first. My dad’s coffee cup was inherently very ritualistic in his life as “He always used the same
cup, and it was always that specific one even though he had 4 of the same one” (See Appendix
B). Unlike the toothbrush, this cup was a more permanent aspect of my dad’s daily routine, but it
was still representative of his personality. I note this aspect of his character: “He always had his
coffee in the morning, and he always did the things the same way. I think it was partially because
he was afraid of change” (See Appendix B). I felt a different attachment to the cup because I did
not experience the same almost-loss of it as I had when my mom threw out his toothbrush, but I
also knew that the cup was significant.
When painting the cup, I felt more focused and less frustrated than I had with the
toothbrush. Not only did I spend more undivided time on its creation than I did with the toothbrush,
but I felt a stronger, more immediate emotional reaction during its conception: “So I’m actually
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crying now. Painting the lined box as the final detail of the cup was really emotional. It is iconic
and recognizable” (See Appendix B). I had a greater emotional release during the painting process,
and I further reflected on the calming aspect of the creative process “…the background painting is
really nice because it is so tactile” (See Appendix B). While these emotions are different from
those noted in the first painting, I also brought up a newer idea that is even more relevant to my
emotions regarding my grief: “… I am so proud but also so torn that this is my night and what I
am painting and why” (See Appendix B). I note that although I felt more confident in my painting
and calmed by the success in the experience, there remained a sense of frustration in that I had to
lose my dad to an untimely accident and that I had to cope with the complications of grief while
so many of my peers were not experiencing similar emotional turmoil.
As I reflected over the course of the week, a continued sense of pride and emotional
attachment to this painting remained. The accuracy of this painting in comparison to the toothbrush
painting seemed very influential in my feelings toward the process and its importance: “It truly
looks like my dad’s coffee cup, and I think that a major aspect of these pieces is making something
that looks accurate and reminds me of him. I think that is why I was so emotional while painting
this one. It felt so real, and it really solidified that these paintings are memorializing his objects
and him…” (See Appendix B). My reflections on this painting and the process continued in the
same vein as the toothbrush’s, and I attributed any inconsistencies to a deeper emotional meaning.
I connected the larger size of the toothbrush in comparison to the realistic depiction of the cup’s
size to be representative of the emotional weight I believe the toothbrush relays in comparison to
the cup. I also reflected on how, like the toothbrush, this cup continued to be representative of the
small things in life that my dad will no longer experience.
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Figure 3: Painting #3: Lunchbox

My third painting is my favorite painting from the collection. The lunchbox painting was
a very emotional painting for some of the same reasons as the first two paintings: emotional
connection to my dad and the realism of the painting. I noted in my reflection about the emotional
intensity surrounding this object: “I had a very emotional time going through some of the
belongings he would carry. He [had] trash and useful items for sure— just like his wallet. It made
me sob going through his things” (See Appendix C). Like the toothbrush, I had a specific memory
interacting with the object after my dad’s death but before the painting. An interesting aspect of
this painting is that I note prior to even starting the painting that I really did not want to paint: “…
I am just tired of a lot right now and just want to catch up on some sleep. So, I’m hopeful that this
will improve my mood” (See Appendix C). It is interesting to see that the process of painting
would dramatically change my mood as I had hoped.
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This painting began with some of the same frustrations as I had with the toothbrush. I felt
like it did not look realistic, and I was unhappy with the state of the painting. However, like the
coffee cup painting, the addition of a few details changed my perspective and reminded me of the
unfairness of my situation: “… but the yellow is what did it. I am [experiencing] many similar
feelings as I did with the coffee cup. That feeling of him being gone and the permanence of that
and how this is my Thirsty Thursday night” (See Appendix C). I felt so upset that one of my dad’s
favorite days of the week, “Thirsty Thursday,” was being spent painting his lunchbox and being
reminded of him no longer being able to enjoy life.
This painting caused the greatest emotional impact. I was hit harder than any other painting
with the permanence of my dad’s death and the reminder that I will never again get to share his
daily rituals. I wrote about this in depth in my reflection after 24 hours: “As soon as I saw the
painting, I started to cry. The permanence of memorializing my dad becomes more important with
each painting. I miss him with my whole heart, and I just feel like it’s never going to stop. I can’t
believe that I’m never gonna [see] him again. This everyday ritual of seeing his lunchbox and his
coming home from work is never gonna happen again” (See Appendix C). This response was a
new experience for me because it caused such an emotional reaction, and I explained why this
painting was different: “I have never had this emotional of a response to art before, not even my
own. Each painting hurts a little bit more because I am developing this collection of him— as if
that could ever fill the void” (See Appendix C). Overall, this painting was a very emotional
experience for me, even in comparison to the others, and, although it was so painful, it remains the
work that I am most proud of from this collection.
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Figure 4: Painting #4: Alarm Clock

This painting marked a key change in how I created the art and how I was feeling about
my dad’s death. This painting was the first piece that I created while at home for the first time
since winter break. I noted how different the environment of the house already felt: “The house
feels so empty without him, yet it weirdly felt like I couldn’t remember home with him here. It
feels so heartbreaking to be back and working on this kind of art while at home” (See Appendix
D). I felt even sadder creating artwork in the home where he died. I felt both overwhelmed and
stifled by my home’s environment as it seemed so much sadder being at home without him but
also was a place that I could not fully express those emotions without judgement from my mom.
This painting also marked a more contemplative approach to the art as I painted a specific time
on his alarm clock: 4:56 AM. This was the time that he set his alarm each morning, and I further
explained the significance of this time in my notes: “Him not waking up and his passing over
night is a main reason for the collection of items I am painting. This one speaks particularly to
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this theme” (See Appendix D). This artistic choice seemed to influence the emotional impact of
the painting less than the environment of the art creation.
While taking notes on this painting, it is clear that there was less of an emotional
response to the alarm clock painting than the previous three. However, although I did not have
the same emotional release about my sadness of losing my dad, I still found that the process itself
was helpful in coping with my emotions at the time. I reflected on this aspect of the process: “I
really needed this paint session. My anxiety has been so high about coming home, but this
definitely got my mind off of things. The painting during the process and even more so after
[completion] made me feel so good. I am so grateful to have this outlet” (See Appendix D).
Thus, even though I was not left in tears from the creative process, I did find that the process
remained an outlet for my emotions.
When reflecting on this painting in the following week, I once again wrote more about how
this painting and the process as a whole had been an outlet for my emotions. I explained, “These
paintings are helping me alleviate stress while making it, feel accomplished, proud, and as if I’m
memorializing dad after completion, and these reflections throughout really help me understand
this artistic journey and the grieving process as a whole. I am so grateful to have this outlet and
opportunity” (See Appendix D). Not only had this process been helpful in me handling the difficult
emotions that come with the grief response, but it also gave me the opportunity to memorialize my
dad. I explained this as well in my reflection when discussing my choice of the time to display on
the clock: “I thought about doing his time of death, but I thought this would memorialize him and
his life rather than just his ending” (See Appendix D). These artistic choices shape my emotional
response during the art’s creation and reflecting on the finished piece.
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Figure 5: Painting #5: Work Boots

This painting is my least favorite painting of the collection. The process of creating this
painting was by far the most frustrating, and I felt most disappointed by the results. I felt very
worried about being able to paint these shoes accurately, and there was some sense of emotional
rawness in painting these shoes. I explained why I chose to paint the work boots even though I
knew that technically they would be difficult to paint: “I chose my dad’s work boots because he
either wore these or moccasins. The work boots were a beginning of the day and work-day shoe
whereas the moccasins were for around the house. Beyond this, I did not want to paint the
moccasins as those were the shoes he died wearing and they were the shoes he wore when he
was cremated. So, not only do I not have photos of the shoes, but I think it is still too raw to paint
those. Since his death was accidental, those shoes may be somewhat to blame for his falling”
(See Appendix E). Although the work boots did not have the same emotional connection as the
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toothbrush or lunch box had, the choice to paint them instead of my dad’s moccasins was
infinitely more emotionally jarring.
The process itself was very frustrating. This was the first painting that I did not finish in
one sitting. I re-did the shoes many times, and I left the painting until the next morning because I
was so angry with it. During my second sitting of painting, my sister interrupted my process with
a stressful phone call. This disruption combined with my already flustered state really caused the
painting to have little emotional impact other than frustration. I wrote in my notes about this
frustration: “I spent so much time on the painting, and I really don’t like it. I think part of the
therapeutic parts of the others is a sense of accomplishment. Feeling defeated, tired, and like a
failure doesn’t feel so good. Also, I didn’t get to have that relief or emotional response as I did
with the others because I am so frustrated by it. It feels similar to the toothbrush but worse because
I know what I am capable of” (See Appendix E). This painting was definitely stressful compared
to the others, and the reflections later on represented the same attitudes toward the painting.
Although I contemplated the idea of “perfection” with the other paintings, this painting
was more reminiscent of that frustration with being unable to create a realistic version of the object.
I wrote about this frustration and again the impact of making this piece at home: “I still really don’t
like [the] painting. I think it looks really amateurish and not like my dad’s boots specifically. I am
so angry with being home, and I honestly think it impacted how this painting came out and how I
feel about it” (See Appendix E). Beyond these frustrations, I also brought up the concept of
completion of art. I really liked seeing this collection come together, but I felt a need to add on and
perfect each of the pieces: “In some ways I want to add onto each painting. More detail, more
dynamic backgrounds, more everything” (See Appendix E). Again, this sense of incompletion and
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need to perfect the paintings overwhelmed any other emotions I had at the time of creating this
painting.

Figure 6: Painting #6: Glasses

The final painting was the most artistic of all. Instead of focusing on creating a realistic
rendition of my dad’s glasses, I used a more imaginative approach to depict them. I chose to
paint his glasses because of the magnitude they held in defining his appearance. I explained this
choice in my notes: “For this final painting, I am doing my dad’s glasses. Although this pair was
not a pair he has always had, he is almost unrecognizable without them. He looked weird without
them when we first saw him at the funeral home. He wasn’t him” (See Appendix F). Beyond just
painting his glasses, I explained the more artistic choices behind this painting: “I intend to do the
background with some purples and pinks and oranges to represent the dawn he never awoke to.
In his glasses, I want to create reflection of the stars as that was the last thing he would have
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seen” (See Appendix F). These choices were representative of the significance of his glasses
rather than just trying to make them look as realistic as possible.
Painting the glasses was a very emotional process. The realism of the sketch alone made
me cry and brought up the unfairness of being in the situation I am in: “I am literally just sketching
out the glasses, and I finally got the shape right and that alone made me cry. I can’t believe I am
doing this right now” (See Appendix F). This painting, like the last, took two days to complete.
However, unlike the work boots, this choice to continue into the next day was solely to allow the
thin, watery paint of the lens to dry before adding the moon and stars. I had a more positive,
carefree attitude while creating this painting as well. I felt that his glasses looked like sunglasses,
but this imperfection did not bother me. Instead I joked in my notes about it: “I am pretty happy
with it. I want to try to make it more glasses-like than sun-glasses-like. So I will have to see what
I can do. If not, he did have transition lenses :)” (See Appendix F). This was a sharp contrast to
my previous frustrations when my previous paintings were not “perfect” enough.
In this final painting, it is clear that I found some peace with not seeking the same perfection
I had been seeking with the previous paintings. I explained my happiness with this piece in my
notes: “While the art like the cup and lunchbox gave me a more emotional response upon creation,
I think this piece is more artistic and symbolic. Part of art therapy is the actual process of making
art, but some of it also stems from the reflection and the meaning told through the art. I like it a lot
and had a more fun time making this. Although these is sadness in this being the last one, I also
very proud of my work and have really enjoyed this process” (See Appendix F). I felt very proud
of this work, and I really enjoyed the process even though it did not leave me crying as some of
my first paintings had. Finally, I was able to see the collection as a whole. This view gave me some
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overall happiness as I felt so proud of my work because of the objects’ meaning, my ability to
depict them, and the pride I know my dad would have had seeing them.
Discussion
The grieving process is not linear, and the results from this self-reflective experience
attest to that claim. The results of this six week project show a variety of emotions and thoughts
that correspond with different aspects of grieving. This project exemplifies how art can be used
as a therapeutic tool for both expressing emotion and memorializing a loved one. Art therapy
offered me a unique outlet for the emotions I experienced throughout the six weeks of the art
making process. The art creation process gave me the ability to experience different emotions
related to the loss of my dad and the art making process itself. The duality of these emotions
presented itself differently in each work but was overall representative of the non-linear and
complicated nature of grief.
The overarching theme that shaped this artistic collection is the concept of mundane
objects defining one’s legacy. Mundane objects that seemingly do not hold much meaning or
significance to a person ultimately shapes their legacy after their death. The objects we use on a
daily basis depict our routines, our behaviors, and our values in unique ways. While this theme
shaped my choice of objects for each painting, this idea began with my dad’s toothbrush.
Although a completely irrelevant object other than for its intended use, my dad’s toothbrush
represented so much about his meticulous work ethic and character. As I painted the toothbrush,
I felt a closer connection and understanding to parts of my dad’s personality that I had not
realized resonated so much in his belongings. This closeness was intensified by the art making
process itself; my attention to detail in depicting the toothbrush, my frustrations with attempting
to achieve a perfect rendition of the toothbrush, and the emotional release upon its completion all
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were made possible by the art creation process. Without being able to replicate my own version
of my dad’s toothbrush, I may not have had such a reflective experience when thinking about
this seemingly insignificant object.
While this theme of the relevance of mundane objects is depicted in each painting,
another concept that arose with this artistic process is the importance of aesthetic. Throughout
each painting, a sometimes overbearing desire to produce the “perfect” painting defined aspects
of my emotional experience when creating the art. A key difference that was made apparent
when creating the second painting was that I felt better and was able to be more emotional with
my work when it was a more realistic depiction of the object. When painting the toothbrush, I
felt a lot of frustration that at some points overpowered my emotions related to the actual content
of the piece. However, in the second painting, my heightened confidence and pride in the
painting allowed me to connect more emotionally to the meaning of the object. The significance
my dad’s coffee cup and the painting being an act of memorialization shaped my emotional
experience when painting. This is an important observation to note when evaluating the efficacy
of art as a therapy for bereaved individuals because my emotional release came from being proud
and satisfied with the work that I had made; however, when I created work that was frustrating to
depict realistically, I felt it more difficult to focus on reflecting on my emotional response to the
actual content of the piece. Thus, it may prove more therapeutic to choose objects that can be
easily depicted in an aesthetically pleasing way.
Furthermore, the emotional release associated with each painting was often connected to
this need for aesthetically pleasing work as well as the outside circumstances of making the
artwork. When creating the first painting, I was frustrated with the painting and felt that it was
acceptable but not what I imagined in terms of its likeness to my dad’s toothbrush. However,
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with the coffee cup and particularly with the lunchbox, my ability to replicate the objects’
realness allowed for me to connect more fully and freely with these pieces. With the lunchbox, I
began the painting very unmotivated to paint and displeased with the early looks of the work.
However, with the addition of a few key details and the colors of the lunchbox, I sobbed. I had a
similar reaction with the coffee cup when I added the final detailing of its logo. This emotional
release even lasted into the next day and week as noted in my post-painting reflection notes. This
emotional release during the lunchbox painting is the strongest and most productive moment I
had in the entire creative process. This is my favorite piece because not only is it the most
aesthetically pleasing work, but I truly felt and expressed how saddened I was by my dad’s
untimely death. I felt as if the art allowed me to express and communicate my pain in a way I
had not previously experienced. Again, this is an important aspect of the process to note when
evaluating the efficacy of art as a therapy. This emotional release was an essential part of my
grieving process because it allowed me to experience and express my emotions in a different and
more effective way than other forms of therapy had offered.
Temporality is another essential theme that is conveyed throughout this art collection,
and it is an essential part of life and consequently death that offered me agency in the art making
process. Although each of these paintings somehow relate to how quickly life can be taken and
the legacy one leaves behind, the alarm clock painting truly gave me a chance to symbolize this
concept. My dad died overnight. Because of the timing of his accident, I wanted to show the
permanence of his loss and how his future no longer existed. Therefore, I chose to have the clock
read the time when he had his morning alarm set instead of another time like his time of death. I
wanted to ensure that this painting truly depicted how death ends all behavior; he would not be
awaking from sleep again, hearing his alarm clock go off, or ever participating in the life that
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follows his alarm each morning. The agency to make choices like this in artwork intensifies its
therapeutic effect in that it made me feel more in control of my grief and how I choose to
understand and interact with my dad’s untimely passing. Although I had no influence in the
situation that lead to his accident or have no true control over the various emotions I will
experience as I grieve, these small, symbolic choices made me feel more in control of my life. In
grieving, a major aspect of navigating its difficulty is facing a loss of control in life. Although
every person will face death, its timing and circumstances are rarely in our command, and it is
this loss of power and understanding that makes it so difficult. Thus, in any way that an ounce of
control can be regained by the bereaved, some relief can be experienced.
When conducting this project, I experienced a great deal of outside stresses that
ultimately shaped how I experienced each painting’s creation. Particularly during the work boots
painting, I felt that my stress and anxiety from being at home for a full week impacted how I was
handling my frustration with not being able to produce an aesthetically pleasing piece. In
previous paintings, like the toothbrush, I was able to work through my frustrations and finish my
painting in the same night. Furthermore, although I was not completely satisfied with the
paintings, I was able to focus on the good aspects of it. However, with the work boots painting I
became so stressed out and frustrated that I had to finish it the next morning, and I still did not
feel pleased with the final product. Art can offer some escape from outside stresses and inspire
motivation and pride, as I note with the lunchbox painting, but there is a limit to how effective
the artistic process can be at distracting one from these outside forces and offering a calming
therapy. This is important to note because one of the greatest difficulties with navigating grief is
that not only is it a personal, non-linear experience, but it is so often an individual experience
that many others may not yet understand or are empathetic about. Thus, when looking to art as a
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therapy for bereaved college students, there is a limit in how effective it can be at offering a
distracting yet productive outlet for expressing the complex emotions of grief.
One final aspect of art creation that is important to evaluate when discussing the efficacy
of art as a therapy is artistic freedom. With most of the paintings, I sought a realistic depiction of
each object, and I focused a great deal of my creative process on achieving such “perfection.”
However, my final piece offered a more symbolic interpretation of my dad’s glasses. While they
still portrayed the realistic shape of my dad’s glasses, the added stars and night sky in the lens
was an artistic choice that I made. Again, my reasoning for this choice was to define the
temporality of my dad’s death, and it gave me similar agency as I had expressed in the alarm
clock painting. Looking back on the stark artistic differences between this final painting and the
other five, I think both types of styles can offer different benefits to the bereaved painter. While I
felt a huge sense of accomplishment in recreating realistic depictions of my dad’s objects, I also
experienced the drawbacks of frustration when I could not accurately paint one of the objects.
However, when it went well, I felt the greatest emotional response to any of the artwork that I
made. On the other hand, the more artistic, symbolic painting offered me more agency and
freedom when painting which lessened my frustrations and anxiety. Still, I only experienced a
great emotional release with crying when reflecting on the accurate shape of the glasses. These
costs and benefits should be taken into consideration when determining which artistic path may
prove most useful for the bereaved college student.
Overall, the themes of relevance of mundane objects, creation of aesthetically pleasing
work, emotional release during painting, temporality of life, outside stresses impacting the
creative process, and artistic freedom were major contributors when evaluating the efficacy of
acrylic painting as an art therapy. My experiences with grief in this six-week period are not
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representative of all the different emotions experienced by bereaved college students nor are my
experiences with art making a one-size-fits-all model. However, from my experiences, art that
represents meaningful objects that can be produced to be aesthetically satisfying with minimal
frustration can prove therapeutic to grieving college students.
Future Implications
With my research, I intended to further investigate the efficacy of acrylic painting as an
art therapy technique for bereaved college students. Throughout my initial research, I noticed
that there were fewer studies that were specifically dedicated to college students experiencing
grief— particularly grief related to the loss of a parent. Although some research had been done
on this population, and information from other age groups is also applicable to college students,
it is vital to continue to specially examine college students’ individual experiences with grief. By
using art creation and self-reflection throughout my own grieving process, I hoped to better
understand how my experiences compare to those studied at a different age.
When beginning my project and reading existing research about bereaved college
students and the efficacy of art as a therapy, I hypothesized that art would be an effective way of
coping with grief. I understood that grief was not a linear experience that could be generalized
for all bereaved individuals, but I also knew that art creation had been effectively used
previously by those experiencing grief. With this understanding and my previous relationship
with acrylic painting in mind, I expected that my art creation process would be overwhelmingly
successful as a therapy. Upon completing the project, reflecting on my work, and evaluating my
data, I can conclude that this assumption was, for the most part, accurate. Creating each of my
paintings offered me aspects of art therapy that I had studied and recognized when forming my
literature review. Each painting gave me an opportunity to regain agency in my grieving, depict
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and connect with emotional content, derive meaning from seemingly mundane objects, and
memorialize my dad in a unique and thoughtful way. There were some frustrations and
difficulties that arose with each painting, some more than others, but the weight of the successes
of these paintings far outweigh any difficulties I experienced.
When beginning my project, I wanted to allow for my research to be a representative
example of a treatment method that may prove useful for other grieving students on campus.
Monmouth College currently has no specific group or resources other than general counseling
services for those experiencing grief. Although the loss of a parent and/or someone as significant
as a parent in college students is not a common experience, this reflective and creative process
may prove useful for any bereaved students. Furthermore, it is important that bereaved students
have access to tangible, effective methods of processing such a complex, emotional experience.
Based on my experiences with creating art to navigate my grieving, I can confidently endorse the
need for art therapy to be offered at Monmouth College. My ability to be reflective of this
process and be proud of the work that I accomplished during this time has definitely impacted
how I am navigating my grief. Although it is by no means a cure for all the hardships and
complications that ensue when grieving, this process gave me an important outlet that I did not
truly realize I needed until after its completion. I am truly grateful to have had this experience,
and I believe that, if implemented at Monmouth College, it could benefit many other bereaved
college students.
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Appendix A
Notes from Sketchbook on Painting #1
Painting #1: Toothbrush

10:15PM

2/11/2020

My Bed-337B

Figure 7: Pallet from Painting #1

Pre-Painting
The toothbrush is the first object that I thought of for this project. I didn’t expect the toothbrush to
hold so much significance. My mom threw it away a few weeks after his death, and I sobbed for
30 or so minutes afterward and I fished it out of the garbage and put it back. It felt like he was
really gone with it in the trash. As if his memory were being tossed out and forgotten. My dad’s
toothbrush holds no true meaning other than a reminder of the small things he will miss out on.
The small, daily activities. He did have a distinct toothbrush in that he scrubbed his teeth quite
hard, and the bristles were spread out. To me, it symbolized his strength and attention to detail.
Any scrub brush to scrub floors which he used to do looked the same as his toothbrush in this
painting. I hope to memorialize these memories and exemplify this accept [aspect] of his
personality and routine throughout.
Process
Drew sketch on board— frustrated w/ how it looks, but [I] know it will get better.
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Wash— yellows to emulate light in bathroom & softness to contrast cool colors & bristles
& how bristles have been used.
Began with handle moved to bristles— found this to be most relaxing. I felt like the work
was coming together at this point. I checked the time at 11:40 for the first time.
I felt like I was able to escape my mind. Focusing on getting the task done well took my
mind off of other stresses in my life. I thought about my dad but I haven’t fully let myself cry or
become emotional over it. I think that will happen more as I reflect on this process and painting in
a few days. I am waiting for the background to dry because I did this next. Then, I’m going to be
adding details and truly trying to bring some life and realness to it. It is currently 12:32PM [AM],
and this is my second time checking the time. I feel like I need to finish this in one sitting— as if
I can’t leave this unfinished.
It is now 1:44AM. I am starting to get frustrated with the work but mainly because I want
it to be perfect. I know that I need to accept that it won’t be, and I need to step back from it. I am
done for now.
Reflection-24 Hours
It is 4:30PM the next day. I just got down [done] with crying about my dad— per my
therapist’s recommendations. Looking at the painting now, I am so much happier with it than last
night. It is not perfect by any means, but it is his toothbrush. It is clearly recognizable as such. I
am proud if this work, and I am so happy that I can say that. The colors are so spot on, and it may
look not super realistic, but I am proud. I am glad I will forever have this memory.
Reflection-1 Week
I took pictures of the painting on my phone and looked at them periodically throughout the
week. I used to do this when painting in high school, and it helps me feel better about my work. I
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think I usually end up thinking my work is poor or unfulfilling but these reminders make me feel
better.
Looking at this painting one week later, I feel like I can be more reflective on the choices
that I have made. As I said before, the color pallet is incredibly striking and realistic. Those
choices, though not symbolic of some greater color theory meaning, the realness and
recognizability of the object is what hits so hard emotionally for me. Each time I look at this
painting, I am reminded of his toothbrush. It reminds me of how distinct the bristles of his
toothbrush were. I think that is why they are sort of out of proportion. The bristles and head of the
toothbrush are so much more textured, defined, and focused compared to the rest of the toothbrush
because that is what I find so important and personal about this painting, reflecting on his brush.
I mentioned before that I feel as if the painting isn’t perfect. It sometimes looks more toilet
brush [like] rather than [like a] tooth brush. I wish I could have made the bristels [bristles] more
realistic and individualized. I am still unsure if I would want to change this painting though because
it feels complete. That one session was a single painting kind of night. As if there is something
sacred about the experience itself. It felt cathartic in retrospect even if it was at times tiring or
frustrating.
I am not sure if I mentioned the background yet. I chose that warm yellow-golden color
because it reminded me of the color of the lighting in my bathroom. I felt like it was a warm,
comforting color. It was a nice contrast to add to the cool tones of the toothbrush’s colors. Plus,
this contrast brings out some symbolism related to life and death; life in the room, death in his
object/belonging. I hadn’t thought about that parallel before, but I find it very interesting.
I am currently very excited to work on the next painting. I think I am going to complete it
Wednesday or Thursday night because I have an Orgo quiz on Wednesday. I am going to paint his
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coffee cup next. I am excited to work with the metallic texture and color of the cup. I am not sure
yet of the background color yet, but I am excited.
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Appendix B
Notes from Sketchbook on Painting #2
Painting #2: Coffee Cup

11:05PM

2/19/2020

My Bed-337B

Figure 8: Pallet from Painting #2

Pre-Painting
The next object that I am painting is my dad’s coffee cup. I decided to do this painting next because
I wanted to choose one of the objects that I thought would be easier to paint. I enjoyed painting
the toothbrush, but the bristles gave me a bit of a hard time. I think the words will prove somewhat
challenging, but it’ll be worth it. I think the background may be some wood color or pattern like
the table or the side table. Probably the side table because it is warm but darker than the paintbrush
[toothbrush]. Plus I think it will compliment the silver nicely. Plus, I like this parallelism between
the warm and cool colors to contrast life and death. I think the cup is really representative of who
my dad was as a man. He always used the same cup, and it was always that specific one even
though he had 4 of the same one. He always had his coffee in the morning, and he always did the
things the same way. I think it was partially because he was afraid of change. I felt him in the room
when I wrote that; goosebumps and all. Sometimes I feel like he’s watching me or standing next
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to my bed. He can’t say anything, but I talk to him. I cry to him. It’s comforting to know that he
may truly be there.
Process
I drew outline of cup and did a light burgundy wash over the whole painting. I did this
because I want the background to be warm toned and like a red wood color like the side table he
would set his coffee on. I waited for the wash to dry before painting the cup.
It is now 1:24 and the cup is kind painted. I need to still do the label. After painting it all
gray, I did line by line the reflections. It became a little frustrating, but I am pleased with how it is
turning out. It does look like his cup already, and I think this is already more realistic than the
toothbrush. I’m going to eat a quick snack and then get back to it.
I just added the “Ride” part, and it now [it is] very much his cup. I have tears in my eyes
just looking at it. I finished the “eat” and “sleep” parts. I feel really proud of the painting right
now. It is about 2AM I want to add some highlights and lowlights. Then, I will paint the
background.
So I’m actually crying now. Painting the lined box as the final detail of the cup was really
emotional. It is iconic and recognizable. And I am so proud but also so torn that this is my night
and what I am painting and why.
It is now 2:34AM. I am finished with the painting, and I am really pleased with it. I
definitely lost track of time while making this. Also, although the content can be frustrating, the
background painting is really nice because it is so tactile. I can’t wait to see it in the morning.
Reflection- 24 Hours
It is 1:45AM on Friday. I took pictures again and looked at them a couple of times during
the day. I am a little mad at the sheen of the metal. I think the picture made it look more worn than
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it is and that’s why there’s more gold and copper. It also frustrates me that those paints are kinda
glittery because it gives off a weird sheen. But these complaints are just because it isn’t perfect.
But I like this one a lot more than the toothbrush, and its likeness to the actual cup was incredibly
emotionally provocative for me. I am really proud of this work and that I have it. It makes me
excited already to paint the next one.
Reflection- 1 Week
Like last time, I took pictures and looked at them periodically over the week. I felt like I
did so less than I did with the last painting because I felt more confident in this one. I still really
appreciate the color scheme that I chose. I wish I would have made use of the silver paint alone to
potentially develop more sheen to it because I don’t like how the gold and copper paints stand out
in comparison to the other colors. However, overall, I am pleased with this piece. It truly looks
like my dad’s coffee cup, and I think that a major aspect of these pieces is making something that
looks accurate and reminds me of his. I think that is why I was so emotional while painting this
one. It felt so real, and it really solidified that these paintings are memorializing his objects and
him— that my project has turned into this. But, I think it is a good thing. I am not as motivated as
last week to paint, but I am still excited.
Side by side of first two paintings: My first observations are about the stark differences in
color. The bright colors of the toothbrush are so contrasting to those of the cup. The cup is more
neutral and dark than the toothbrush. My initial choice about doing the toothbrush 1st is its
emotional impact. I chose the cup next more so on my ability to replicate w/ more ease. Next to
each other, the objects really stand out as individual stories. It is interesting to compare sizes.
Although the toothbrush is longer than the coffee cup, it seems out of proportion to the cup. But
maybe that is somewhat symbolic of how I view the toothbrush with more emotional impact. Even
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though his coffee cup was more permanent than the toothbrush, the emotional impact of my mom
throwing out his toothbrush truly hit me hard. It was the first thing of his tossed out, and, although
I recovered it and it is still at home, I did not experience that same emotion w/ the cup. The removal
of daily, seemingly insignificant objects, really shows the routine of someone and their death in a
very different light. Yes, death is about the major events my dad will miss, but it is (even more
so?) about the small moments he will no longer experience, and to some extent, we will never
share in person again. His legacy will live on through ways I may emulate him, but he will not
truly live on.
Overall, I like where I currently am. I am excited to see how the next one will go.
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Appendix C
Notes from Sketchbook on Painting #3
Painting #3: Lunchbox

10:35PM

2/27/2020

My Bed-337B

Figure 9: Pallet from Painting #3

Pre-Painting
My dad’s lunchbox is so symbolic of his routine. I cannot remember him with a different lunchbox.
He carried it with him everyday to work. His bag may have fallen apart and been replaced, the
lunchbox remained. I had a very emotional time going through some of the belongings he would
carry. He [had] trash and useful items for sure— just like his wallet. It made me sob going through
his things. I chose to do this object next because it is fairly simple, and I am not super in the mood
to paint. I know that it will make me feel somewhat better, but I’m just really angry about a lot. It
is irrational to some extent, but I am just tired of a lot right now and just want to catch up on some
sleep. So, I’m hopeful that this will improve my mood.
Process
I drew a rough sketch of the painting. I did a light wash of unbleached titanium [white]. I
did the base of the lunchbox first. I mixed unbleached titanium white and titanium white to form
the color. I did a base layer w/ a flat, bigger brush. Then, I used my smaller brush to scratch texture
into the paint. Then, I wet my finger and slid that over the texture. The bumps/grooves are present
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but not sharp. After this, I added added the dirt, scrapes, and slight marking to the body. The
scraping was fulfilling and I’m kinda frustrated again. But I think adding green and yellow
elements is going to fix this.
The green didn’t do so as much, but the yellow is what did it. I am many similar feelings
as I did with the coffee cup. That feeling of human being gone and the permanence of that and
how this is my Thirsty Thursday night.
I painted the color of the sky because it remined me of my dad coming home from work
and letting light in through the door. I associate this moment as something so crucial and now also
lost. Being able to say to the dogs, “Who’s home?!” and them get[ting] excited to see Dad come
home. I miss that. It breaks my heart seeing the dogs look for him. And now I’m crying and missing
him so much. Life is so unfair.
Reflection- 24 Hours
As soon as I saw the painting, I started to cry. The permanence of memorializing my dad
becomes more important with each painting. I miss him with my whole heart, and I just feel like
it’s never going to stop. I can’t believe I’m never gonna [see] him again. This everyday ritual of
seeing his lunchbox and his coming home from work is never gonna happen again. I wish I could
just talk to him again and have him hug me. This painting hit different than all the other ones. The
accuracy is indescribable, and it feels like a part of him is here with me. I have never had this
emotional of a response to art before, not even my own. Each painting hurts a little bit more
because I am developing this collection of him— as if that could ever fill the void. I didn’t take
pictures of this one. I knew that it was enough. I don’t know if that will continue because I know
some of the other content will be harder to perfect, but I am hopeful.
Reflection- 1 Week
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Today is March 6th. It has been just over 1 week since I completed the painting of the
lunchbox. I am now at Bev’s house writing this reflection. It feels a bit odd to be here instead of
in my bed at 337 as I normally would. I am also writing this reflection based on photos of the three
paintings thus far because I did not want to bring those canvasses with. I will be making 2 paintings
at home, and I think it will be interesting to see how that process compares to painting at school.
Looking at the lunchbox is still emotionally provoking. I am not crying (yet), but it is so
realistic, and it was something that really defined my dad’s routine. It is interesting to have the
dirtiness of the lunchbox be paralleled to the brightness of the blue. As I said before I chose the
light blue because it reminded me of the brightness of him walking in the door, bag and lunchbox
in hand. I think the blue is symbolic of the brightness of this memory. It is a warmer toned blue
and the brightness of all the colors is so uplifting, and I viewed his work ethic as such a positive
thing about him. The dirt and obvious wear though shows the hardship and dedication to this job
as well.
Next to the other two paintings, it is interesting to look at color choices and sizing. The
toothbrush and lunchbox have bright colors associated with light. The coffee cup has a dark
background. I think it could be cool to alternate between these types of backgrounds. The next is
gonna be a dark teal and then a bright green. I am unsure of the last one though. The lunchbox
compares to the other two is more warm toned, perhaps offering more life to the object than the
others. Based on the objects still in his lunchbox, it is as if, to some extent, he still does live in it.
As for sizing, the toothbrush, particularly the head of it with its bristles remains oversized. I think,
although I am just trying to fill space, it does seem indicative of the emotional impact of the
toothbrush. The cup is pretty lifelike in size and the lunchbox is smaller than real life. The items
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are almost shrinking as time goes on. Is this representative of my growing distance from my dad,
and will it change when painting at home for the next two paintings?
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Appendix D
Notes from Sketchbook on Painting #4
Painting #4: Alarm Clock

9:51PM

3/6/2020

My Bed-Home

Figure 10: Pallet from Painting #4

Pre-Painting
The alarm clock is my next item to paint because my dad has had the same alarm clock for as long
as I have been around. I used to dust and accidentally change the radio station for his alarm and he
always had his alarm set to 4:56AM. Except it wasn’t really that time because he also had it set
like 10-15 min ahead of all the other clocks so that he was always early. You had to be earlier then
early to be on time. Him not waking up and his passing over night is a main reason for the collection
of items I am painting. This one speaks particularly to this theme. It feels weird to be home again.
It is my first time returning home after going back to school after his death. The house feels so
empty without him, yet it weirdly felt like I couldn’t remember home with him here. It feels so
heartbreaking to be back and working on this kind of art while at home. He always encouraged my
painting and even bought me a set of oil paints for Christmas one year. He was so proud of me,
and I know this art work is honoring him. I am still painting from the picture to remain consistent
with the process.
Process
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I did not bring my usual piece of cardboard for my easel, so I am using my sketchbook. I
did a green-ish color for my wash. It needs to be more blue for my final background color, but it
will work for now.
I began by painting the entire alarm clock black. I created a small edge to differentiate the
face from the top. Then, I painted lighter gray areas to define parts/areas to add to the alarm clock.
Then, I added the red of the face. Then, the orange stripes were added. It began to feel more like
the clock but I also began to feel worried that it wasn’t going to look right. Then, I added the
numbers on the clock. Then, I added the orange details I decided to take a break here and reflect.
I didn’t write out all the wording b/c it isn’t important, and it takes away from the focus of the
clock and the time. I thought this lack of focus may look bad, but I actually feel really good about
it, and I teared up a little bit. I am going to add a layer over the orange to clean it up a bit, and then
add details in the body of the clock and highlights overall. Then, I will do the background last.
It is 12:48 and the clock is done. Now just the background to do.
This painting definitely got a bit messy with the background color but dad always got
messy when painting with that color. I find him in me in so many ways. Again, I am really proud
of this work. I feel like I did more with starting with dark colors and then building on top of it. I
am so grateful to have these paintings come out so good. The alarm clock came out better than I
hoped. I really needed this paint session. My anxiety has been so high about coming home, but
this definitely got my mind off of things. The painting during the process and even more so after
[completion] make me feel so good. I am so grateful to have this outlet.
Reflection- 24 Hours
I really like this piece. As is with the others, the background is a little sparse. I think it is
indicative of how the [my parents’] room is painted. Although the clock is smooth and doesn’t
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have this same texture in real life, I really like the way that I made the numbers to stand out. Yes
the colors are important but his morning alarm was oh so more important to portray than anything
else. I thought about doing his time of death, but I thought this would memorialize him and his life
rather than just his ending. It still is so hard to comprehend the permanence of this. I was just
watching “Someone Great,” and although this quote from Gina Rodriguez’s monologue is
referring to mourning her relationship with her boyfriend, it hit so different watching the movie
after my dad’s death: “My hope is if we add up the ‘one mores’ they will equal a lifetime and I’ll
never have to get to the part where I let you go. But that’s not real is it. There are no more one
mores.”
These paintings are helping me alleviate stress while making it, feel accomplished, proud,
and as if I’m memorializing dad after completion, and these reflections throughout really help me
understand this artistic journey and the grieving process as a whole. I am so grateful to have this
outlet and opportunity.
Reflection- 1 Week
Today is March 13th. It had been 1 week since I’ve made this painting. Since them, I’ve
made my next painting (which last time I waited the full week review and then did the next
painting). My feelings about the next painting will be discussed during next week’s review, but it
is so radically different than this one.
This painting truly reminds me of my dad’s alarm clock, and the color, even its splotchy
parts, are like the walls of my parents’ room. Even though I did not o complete detail with
everything, I still love how it turned out. I did do this painting still from a photo even though I was
at home for its conception.
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In comparison to the other three thus far, I really like this one. I did not feel as emotional
as I did with the coffee cup and the lunchbox, but that may be because I feel emotionally stifled
when I am at home. It was the beginning of Spring Break when I painted this, and I was in a much
better mood then. I like the light/dark alternating pattern that I am creating with the paintings thus
far. Now seeing and reflecting on these four pieces together (and thinking about already having
the fifth done), I am really starting to see a collection that I am proud of.
Yes— each painting is not perfect and, because I am such a perfectionist, I know that I can
be so hard on myself about getting this right. I really want to be proud of this work and feel good
about it. I want to feel as if I did the best that I could given the circumstances and I guess that is
how I feel about this whole grieving process in general. I don’t know what I am doing or what is
the right or best thing to do, but I want to know that I gave it my all and I tried my best to do what
is best for me. I just don’t want to fuck up now and regret it later on. It’s just hard to see that
through and see how things will get better or be different one day.
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Appendix E
Notes from Sketchbook on Painting #5
Painting #5: Work Boots

9:51PM

3/6/2020

My Bed-Home

Figure 11: Pallet from Painting #5

Pre-Painting
Today I am going to complete the penultimate painting for this series. I am both excited to be
making progress on this painting as well as being sad that this project and series is coming to an
end. I think it has been quite helpful thus far to have this outlet. It is a form of self care that I get
to indulge in and really not feel guilty about it because it is “required” by my project. Plus, although
I have been quite motivated to work on it, the external motivation can really help someone who
may not experience such motivation or may not yet understand their relationship with art yet—
that’s not to say that I fully understand my relationship with it, but I do have prior experience with
it.
Okay— as for this painting. I chose my dad’s work boots because he either wore these or
moccasins. The work boots were a beginning of the day and work day shoe whereas the moccasins
were for around the house. Beyond this, I didn’t want to paint the moccasins as those were the
shoes he died wearing and they were the shoes we wore when cremated. So, not only do I not have
photos of the shoes, but I think it is still to raw to paint those. Since his death was accidental, those
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shoes may be somewhat to blame for his falling. I don’t want to think like that, but I guess blaming
shoes may be a healthy place to put blame if that is what I am going to do.
I think painting these boots may be somewhat different because of shading, coloring, and
perspective. But I am prepared to give it my best effort (Did I write so much to stall?).
Process
(Update: I completely forgot to sketch first, so sketch a lil after but mainly just blocking).
Sketch first, then I am going to start with a light green wash. Then, I am going to do blocking with
black. After getting a basic shape w/ black of boots, I did slight outlining of different parts in dark
grey to get overall shape and perspective right.
I’m getting really frustrated. I knew this would be hard but it feels impossible. I’m going
to take a quick snack break, let it dry completely and maybe watch a video on perspective like the
clock.
I just completely blocked out the right shoe. I am so angry with this right now. I’ve done
some outlining with the left shoe but I still really hate it.
I have made some progress. I just blacked out the entire left shoe to start over. The right
shoe is looking better but I still don’t like it.
It is 12:33 and I feel no where close to being happy or finished with this. I am planning to
get another layer like my right shoe. Currently on the left shoe and then hope that highlighting and
detailing can help this.
The shoelaces did kind of help and I put texture to try to get them to stand out even more.
I know some of my frustration comes from not being able to make it look realistic, but I was feeling
more satisfied while working on the shoelaces because I like how they look and they don’t require
as much detail and focus on making the perspective correct.
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I’ve got the laces done on each. I’ve made definite improvement on the perspective and I
like it a lot more. I am getting tired, but I felt like I was in the zone like I was w/ past paintings.
Now doing background, perspective isn’t perfect but its about as good as we an get. I painted the
green. I still really don’t like it.
It is 2:45AM. I spent so much time on the painting, and I really don’t like it. I think part of
the therapeutic parts of the others is a sense of accomplishment. Feeling defeated, tired, and like a
failure doesn’t feel so good. Also, I didn’t get to have that relief or emotional response as I did
with the others because I am so frustrated by it. If feels similar to the toothbrush but worse because
I know what I am capable of.
—
So it is the next morning. I still don’t like how this looks, so I am going back to it. I want
to clean it up and make it more realistic if possible. I fixed some of the shading, went over the
laces, and painted the green a bit darker. I like the painting a bit more, but I still don’t love it like
my last 3 paintings. I think there’s been a lot of other stress with being home too. So that may have
added to all of my anger. But I feel better about it and am done for now.
Reflection- 24 Hours
I still really don’t like [the] painting. I think it looks really amateurish and not like my dad’s
boots specifically. I am so angry with being home, and I honestly think it impacted how this
painting came out and how I feel about it. My sister called me on the phone and interrupted my
process. [redacted] This is my least favorite painting, it was the worst and least therapeutic to
make, and I am not happy with it. Maybe this up-and-down with it is a metaphor for the whole
grieving process. Like not necessarily the different stages by any means but that it is an emotional
whirlwind as a whole. Sometimes I’m going to be mad about things; other times sad and upset.
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Maybe I’ll be proud of the way that I honor my dad or that I feel like I am making him proud. It’s
just a lot. This whole thing is a lot. Maybe I am just beating myself up over this painting because
I’m not happy with other stuff. I am not sure, but I am unhappy with it.
Reflection- 1 Week
It has been just over a week since I finished the boots painting. I am going to lay 5/6 of my
paintings out together and look at them. I haven’t looked at them much and Ingrid is the only
person who has really seen more. We are currently in a worldwide pandemic. It is 3/21/2020 and
we currently have the state of Illinois on shutdown due to COVID-19. It feels like the movie
Contagion. The world is such a crazy place. When making these paintings, I did not expect the
world to be in this shape when finishing it.
Looking at all 5/6 of the paintings together is amazing. In some ways I want to add onto
each painting. More detail, more dynamic backgrounds, more everything. I was thinking prior to
them being pulled out if I wanted to buy gloss to gloss them and really finalize these pieces. In
some ways, I want the opportunity to come back to them— to allow them to continue to be lived
and changed. But I also don’t want to change them because they represent such finite moments
and experiences. If I were to edit a painting now, it wouldn’t just be the first night of painting, it
would be that and all the edits. The question becomes— why edit? These will never be perfect or
look exactly how I imagined in my head (especially those fucking boots). Editing them won’t fix
or perfect any part of this process. I need to let each part of this process speak for itself.
Collectively, I am proud of the work I have made, and I am looking forward to my next painting.
I am still disappointed by the boots— but that’s okay. Disappointment and imperfection come with
handling grief and loss. My painting of his lunchbox remains my favorite. My next painting is my
final painting— the glasses. I am excited to see what I create.
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Appendix F
Notes from Sketchbook on Painting #6
Painting #6: Glasses

9:51PM

3/6/2020

My Bed-Home

Figure 12: Pallet from Painting #6

Pre-Painting
Today is my final painting. Will I edit any of these— I am unsure. It is three months tonight since
my dad died. Some greater power—or him— somehow aligned this to happen. I am in such a
different place than where I was when I started this project as is the world. As a pandemic reaches
across the globe and the world as we know it falls apart, it is hard to focus on grieving. Plus, now
being at home, I feel emotionally stifled. I know I can get through this and I will grow from this—
but it is wild to not only have my safe haven of college to be pulled from me but to also have the
world in a absolute craze. It is unimaginable and unpredictable. It is scary not having the strength
and protection my dad offered. Being without him during this time is mind-numbingly difficult,
unsettling, and hard to understand I never imagined this moment and it all seems like a horrible
nightmare, but I still can’t wake up from it. For this final painting, I am doing my dad’s glasses.
Although this pair was not a pair he has always had, he is almost unrecognizable without them. He
looked weird without them when we first saw him at the funeral home. He wasn’t him. I intend to
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do the background with some purples and pinks and oranges to represent the dawn he never awoke
to. In his glasses, I want to create reflection of the stars as that was the last thing he would have
seen. I am crying now thinking about this whole situation and losing him. Life is so unfair, so hard,
so complicated. I am proud to have come this far, but it is not without its challenges.
Process
I sketched the glasses and did a wash of a lilac color. I am literally just sketching out the
glasses, and I finally got the shape right and that alone made me cry. I can’t believe I am doing
this right now. I painted the rims of the glasses so that [they] have a sketch. Then I did the whole
background. It was odd doing this so early. Now I’m gonna redo the outline of the glasses. I am
really enjoying this piece so far and I really like the pallet. I redid the outline. I’m going to wait
for this to dry a bit before doing highlights and the night sky reflection.
I am pretty happy with how this is turning out. It is a little more pink then originally
expected but I like it. I did a layer of blue. I put a lot of blue w/ black w/ water to swirl inside the
lens. Then, I’m gonna do the rims one more time after that dries. Then, when they dry, it’ll be time
for highlights and the stars.
I have quite some waiting to do, but I am pretty happy with it. I want to try to make it more
[like] glasses— like than sun-glasses like. So I will have t see what I can do. If not, he did have
transition lenses :).
I did a bit of highlighting and stars, but it need[ed] to dry. So I am going to sleep.
—
It is the next day now. I really like it but things just need to be cleaned up some, and the
stars need to be brighter. I wish I had gloss to use for the lens, but I’m not mad about them being
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darker. I added a little pink [on] the lens, but I think I’m done. This one is definitely the most
artistic rather than realistic, but I really like it.
Reflection- 24 Hours
So I really like how different this piece is. Compared to the others. I like how almost
magical it feels. The colors in the background are really calming and beautiful. Although the
glasses look sunglasses-esque with the night sky, I really like the concept. While the art like the
cup and lunchbox gave me a more emotional response upon creation, I think this piece is more
artistic and symbolic. Part of art therapy is the actual process of making art, but some of it also
stems from the reflection and the meaning told through the art. I like it a lot and had a more fun
time making this. Although there is sadness in this being the last one, I also very proud of my work
and have really enjoyed this process.
Reflection- 1 Week
A week later, and I still think this is the most artistic of the paintings. I love the background
because it reminds me of the sky in the morning overlooking the park. I do enjoy how simple that
painting was and how symbolic things were in it. Like I said before the glasses were essential to
my dad’s look. I knew they’re his.
So all together… I have all six paintings together. I really hate the boots and they look like
they don’t belong. The toothbrush also remains mediocre in terms of quality but the first 3 had
more of an emotional impact during their creation? Is it because it was earlier in the grieving
process or is it because they were done at school, and I feel like I can be more open about my
emotions there? I’m not sure.
Overall, I am proud of these works. I may display a few in my room or house somewhere
after this— definitely not the boots though.
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I am grateful for this opportunity. I feel like I have created paintings that mean a lot to me.
They aren’t just beautiful images, they are his daily seemingly meaningless objects that I will
forever remember of his.
I love seeing all of there [them] together. I love being done with this collection. I am gonna
keep doing art because that outlet has helped a lot, but I am happy to be complete with this. It gives
me some closure.
I still miss my dad so incredibly much and I know how proud he would be of these. He had
gotten me my first set of adult paints. He always knew it was what I would need.
I love you dad, and I miss you <3.

